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● These methods try to detect concept drift, so in order to update the detector they 

require ground-truth labels of the predictions that have been previously made.

● Frouros offers 12 supervised methods that can be classified in DDM (Drift 

Detection Method) Based, CUSUM (Cumulative Sum) Based and Window 

Based.

● The detector wraps the scikit-learn estimator and receives through the update 

method the value to update detector’s statistics and check if drift is occurring on 

each iteration.

● Frouros provides the following helper classes, called modes, to interact with the 

detector’s update process: Incremental Learning Mode and Normal Mode.

● These methods try to detect data drift by considering only the covariates 

regardless of the existence or not of labels.

● Frouros offers 10 unsupervised methods that can be classified in distance based 

and statistical test methods. 

● fit method stores the reference distributions and transform method applies the 

corresponding algorithm to compare new samples distribution with the reference 

distribution.

● Depending on the type of method used, distance (distance based) and test 

(statistical test) attributes can be acceded after calling fit and transform methods.
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● Planning to adapt some supervised methods to support batch-incremental 

learning as long as the nature of each algorithm allows it.

● Extend the unsupervised part to include methods that work with individual 

instances and not only in batch mode.

● Adding new helper classes that interact with the detector would make it possible 

to adapt the library to handle more real-world use cases.

Figure 2: Example of using Frouros with the unsupervised method MMD (Maximum Mean 
Discrepancy) [4]. Two bivariate normal distributions are used to verify with MMD that both generate 

samples come from different distributions.

Figure 1: Example of using Frouros with the supervised method DDM (Drift detection Method) [3]. 
SGDClassifier is used in combination with DDM detector. Trained beforehand on the Concept A and 
tested and trained with an incremental learning mode on Concept A [0, 499], Concept B [500, 999] 

and again on Concept A [1000, 1499].

● Frouros is a Python library capable of detecting drift in machine learning 

problems by providing a combination of classical and more recent algorithms, 

both for concept drift and data drift.

● Two main objectives: 1. to easily integrate drift detection methods with the use of 

the scikit-learn library; 2. to unify in a single library concept drift and data drift 

methods.

● Deploying machine learning models in real-world applications often assumes that 

the same concepts learned during the traning phase will still be valid at inference 

time.

● Due the high cost of collecting and labeling samples, many deployed machine 

learning models, can only rely on distribution changes.

We have adopted the following definitions for the types of drift that can occur:

● Concept drift: There is a change in the conditional probability P(y|X), with or 

without a change in P(X). Also known as real concept drift [1].

● Virtual drift: There is a change in P(X) but does not affect conditional probability 

P(y|X).

● Data drift: As well as virtual drift, there is a change in P(X) but due the fact that 

there is no labeled data y available, it cannot be verified that P(y|X) is being 

affected or not. Therefore, this type of drift only focuses in the distribution of the 

covariates P(X) [2].
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● Source code repository: github.com/IFCA/frouros 

● Documentation API: frouros.readthedocs.io

● Python Package Index (PyPI): pypi.org/project/frouros/

● Preprint repository: arXiv:2208.06868

● License: BSD-3-Clause
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